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INTRODUCTION



foto roommates? or sensitzing booklets?

confused

irresponsible
effortless
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CURRENT 
INTERACTION



cycle 2

“I want to take the initiative 
to start separating waste but I 
don’t know how to convince my 
roommates.”

Initiator

“The effort to separate waste 
is to big because I think they 
put the materials together 
again anyway”.

rebel

PERSONAS



“ My design goal is to facilitate a way for the 
environmentally aware student to encourage 
their roommates to separate waste within the 
shared kitchen context.”
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DESIGN 
GOAL 2



“ My design goal is to facilitate a way for the 
environmentally aware student to encourage 
their roommates to separate waste within the 
shared kitchen context.”
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DESIGN 
GOAL 2

Initiator Rebel
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“.. Peeing on the fly in the urinal

Surprise      

Challenge      

Distract

INTERACTION
VISION
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CONCEPT
DIRECTION

Involve RewardChallenge Distract
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SCOREBOARD 
TEST 1



Most wanted chore
make separat ing plas tic popul ar

Unpredictable winner
motivating al l roommates
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Initiator Rebel

CRITERIA
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GAME BOARD 
TEST 2



Easy understandable rules
shor t but sweet  

Easy to introduce
shor t explanation
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Initiator Rebel

CRITERIA
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GARBAGE GAME 
TEST 3



Functional element
produc t is usefu l for separat ing

Proof
element of p roof for winner to show 

when room mates are not home
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Initiator Rebel

CRITERIA
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SCHEIDKONING 
TEST 4



Investment
buy as a g ift

Fun first
experience fun before ta sk
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Initiator Rebel

CRITERIA
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short explanation 

Easy understandable rules

Functional element

Most wanted choreFun first

Unpredictable winner

Proof

Investment

Rebel 

Initiator 
buy as a g ift

Easy to introduce

shor t but sweet  experience fun before ta sk element to proof winner when  
room mates are not home

produc t is usefu l for separat ing

make separat ing plas tic popul ar

motivating all roommates

CRITERIA
TIMELINE



Focus on:

Plastic waste
&
Start recyling!
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MAIN  
INSIGHTS



“ My design goal is to facilitate a way for the 
environmentally aware student to encourage 
their roommates to start separating plastic waste 
within the shared kitchen context.”
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DESIGN
GOAL 3



cycle 31.
 Bags for recycling plastic

2.
One bag contains a mous-

tache 

3.
Win by changing bag and 

finding the moustache

4.
Wear the moustache and get 

rewarded

HET 
SCHEIDSPEL



CURRENT 
INTERACTION

Demo

Effortless IrresponsibleConfused



2. Explain1. Introduce 3. Start

Involve DistractChallenge

INTERACTION 1
“INTRODUCING”

Demo
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Surprise RewardChallenge

2. Change1. Recycle 3. Win

INTERACTION 2  
“RECYCLING”



Surprise

Scheidzak in colours like to stand out
(pink, yellow, orange)

Challenging

More winners in one game 
(crown, cape, underwear)

Distracting

Branding De scheidkoning
(social media, merchandise,promotion)
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RECOMMENDATIONS



Thank you!



1 week afwas vrij          1 kratje bier          1 verzorgd huisdiner

1. Gebruik de scheidzakken voor het scheiden van plastic
2. een van deze zakken bevat een snor
3. wordt de scheidkoning door de gouden snor te vinden
4. Draag de snor en je hebt recht op:

spelregels

Dit mag in de scheidzak

Pl
as

tic

M
et

aa
l

pa
kk

en

Het 
scheidspel

wordt een echte scheidkoning en start met plastic scheiden!



“My design goal is to encourage 
environmentally aware students to separate 
their waste within shared student kitchens.”
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DESIGN 
GOAL 1


